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I Abstract
signals are processed and adaptively optimised to the
Augmentative.and alternative communication has always sounding ambient light.
suffered from difficulties of equipment set-up and
interaction. A three-dimensional input device is presented
IV Movement Interpretation
which is based on a noncontact movement sensor. In this Classification of human movement is a complex task. One
way the movement of the hacl or limb can be tracked and element of tbis is to pre-process and interpret movement. In
converted into the movement of a PC mouse. The advantage the intedce developed, signals from the CCD detector, were
of the nonantact approach is further increased by the adaptively processed and these movements combined into x,
incorporation of adaptive gesture recognition, thus dowing y coordinates of a PC mouse. This was accomplished in
user defined movement interpretationand click strategies.
hardware and firmware, with smoothing filters being
required to reduce tremor and noise. A simple moving
II Introduction
average filter and a high order Chebychev filter have been
The majority of research attention to date in the area of incorporated. Moving average lowpass filters are typical of
gesture mgnition, has focused on the use of three- input devices [9][10]. The filter employed a low-pass with a
dimensional tracking of the W y or limb [1],[2],[3]. These cut& of 4Hz,as it was noticed that tremor in the hand,was
methods involve the use of specific input devices in the order of 5-7Hz.
[41,[51,[61,[7] which attempt to provide complex information
on the motion of or movement made by an individual.
Certain features have been included within the interfhce to
ensure maximumusability. The ability to use a standard PC
It is important for any motion detection system to be mouse as input device is possible with all commercial
adaptive, preserving the nathllyll posture of the user, and augmentative and alternative communication software
must be fully configwable: for those with limited or low systems. The ability to replace the standard PC mouse with
amplitude movement. Coherent light fdling on a mobile the developed interface was felt to be a central fature of
surface produces a dilhcition pattern or speckle [SI. usability. Coupled with this fact, recent advances in the
Through analysis of ithis diffracton pattern, the features provided by mouse driver software, were deemed
displacement of the swface can be evaluated to high level of also to be necessaty to conserve for maxi” usability. To
aocuracy. A motion sensor employing this principle when accomplish this, a terminate-stay resident program (TSR)
coupled with movement interpretation and gesture was Written to monitor and provide communicationbetween
recognition, was found to provide a very effective interface the application, mouse driver and input sensing device.
for augmentative communiation.
As mentioned above, posture is an important issue in the
III Non-Contact Movement Sensor
design of input devices. It can happen that the user may
The input sensing device functions on the principle that a slump in their seating position while using interface devices,
coherent beam (laser) aimed at a diffusingobject creates a preventing access to certain areas of the PC application
speckle pattern of light, the diffusing object’s displacement screen. One feature included allows the mouse cursot to be
causes a proportional displacement ofthe pattern, which can centred by accelerating off the screen. The movement
be measured using a multielement light sensor.
validation system within the device, recentres the mouse
accordingly. Ballistic motion is also included that can allow
A fully operational demonstrator has been realised, movement in a direction by moving rapidly in that direction.
incorporating the use of a laser diode as emitter and a CCD
linear array, with collection optics, as detector. In such as
V Gestureltecqpition
configuration the skin of the user acts as a diffuser which To allow effective humanamputer interaction, gesture
back-scatters a specklepattern so that movements of the skin analysis must be incorporated within the interface. To
directly drive the mouse cursof in two dimensions. The approach this end, a neural based recognition system was
device also provides a third dimension which is required for utilised. Once the M c e no longer senses movement, the
movement validation and gesture recognition. The reflected TSR launches into recognition phase, which involves a
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movement/f&ck
window displayed on top of the
application screen. The mouse cursor is relocated within this
window and the user is instructed to gesture. The output
from the gesture mgnition phase, praides mouse click
information for the PC, by directly accessing the mouse
driver via the TSR The mouse trail is drawn within the
recognition window to provide user feedback, see figure 1.
An intuitive gesture recognition system, analysing
predominately x co-ordinate movement (analogous to head
nod) or predominately y-co-ordinate movement (analogous
to head shake) has also been implemented. This system,
together with relative amplitude variation, have been
employed as click strategies, with the device.

Figure I: UserFeedback within Gestun?Recognition ~ n d m
A more complex mgnition system, has been developed
using a n e d based recogniser. Although recurrent neural
networks have been used successllly in gesture recognition
for three-dimensional gestures 151, a three layer preceptron
configuration, using an input feature vector generated by
pre-processing the x & y co-ordinate data was employed.
The pre-processing stage is composed of a normalisation and
a segmentation phase, fragmenting the movement into a
”gesture matrix”. From this matrix a feature vector is
generated with 25 elements.

The network was trained with training data using
backpropagation techniques, classifying into four separate
gestures. Training was carried out with twenty versions of
the required gesture, nod or shake. The distinct gestures
considered for the prototype system include those for the
intuitive recognition system, together with a null set, i.e. no
refiection of the laser and a saturated set, i.e. full reflection
from the laser. Evaluation and testing has centred on
improving the pre-processing stages thus allowing poorly
performed gestures to be classified successfully.
To provide maximum usability an adaptive neural based
recognition system has been investigated. This allows the
user, with the aid of a Therapist, to train the device to
specifc needs. In this way the system will respond to the
needs of users with limited upper body control.
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M Conclusion
An adaptive non-contact interface system, of interest to
motor disabled persons suffering &om quadriplegia and
motor-cerebralinjuries, has been developed. It can offer this
group “mouse-like”access to computers and may prove
beneficial in the field of education, in conjunction with the
areas of communication, environmental control and
occupational therapy.
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